
Moonen Packaging – cookies corporate website

Cookies on the corporate website
Third parties, such as Google Analytics, also place cookies on the website. Here is an overview of 
these, last updated on 16 May 2018 by Cookiebot:

Necessary (2)
Necessary cookies help improve the usability of a website by enabling basic functions such as page
navigation and access to secured parts of the website. The website cannot function properly 
without these cookies.

Name Supplier Purpose Expiry date Type

has_js corporate.moo
nenpackaging.
com

Registers whether the 
visitor has activated 
JavaScript in their browser

Session HTTP

JSESSIONID nr-data.net Preserves user status 
concerning page visits

Session HTTP

Statistical (4)
Statistical cookies help website owners understand how visitors use their website, by collating and 
compiling reports of anonymous data. 

_ga Google 
Analytics

Registers a unique ID used
to generate statistical data 
on how the visitor uses the 
website 

2 years HTTP

_gat Google 
Analytics

Used by Google Analytics 
to slow down speed of 
request 

Session HTTP

_gid Google 
Analytics

Registers a unique ID used
to generate statistical data 
about how the visitor 
regarding their use of the 
website

Session HTTP

P.gif Google 
Analytics

Not classified Session Pixel

Marketing (7)
Marketing cookies are used to follow data of website visitors for the purpose of offering relevant 
advertising.

_stid Sharethis.com Registers a unique ID that 
recognizes the visitor’s 
device 

1 year HTTP

_unam Sharethis.com Saves the website user’s 
navigation data, including 
the pages visited and the 
time spent 

9 months HTTPS

Collect Google 
Analytics

Sends data to Google 
Analytics about visitor 

Session Pixel



behaviour and device. 
Follows the visitor on 
various devices and 
marketing channels

R/collect Google 
Analytics

Not classified Session Pixel

VISITOR_INF
O1_LIVE

YouTube YouTube Bandwidth 
Measurement

179 days HTTP

YSC YouTube Registers a unique ID to 
keep track of what 
YouTube videos the user 
has watched 

Session HTTP

Not classified (2)

actin_cookie Moonen 
Packaging.com

Not classified 1 year HTTP

Sfsid Salesfeed Keeps track of what 
companies have visited the
website, for how long, and 
what pages 

Session HTTP


